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Abstract 
Weihrauch, K., Computability on computable metric spaces, Theoretical Computer Science 113 
(1993) 191-210. 
In previous papers [e.g. Weihrauch (1987)], “Type 2 theory of effectivity” (TTE) has been shown to 
be a very general and powerful computer-oriented theory for studying effectivity in mathematics. In 
this contribution computability on certain “computable” separable metric spaces is studied in detail 
by applying the framework of TTE. 
Computationally admissible representations of metric spaces are introduced after showing that 
four different “effective” representations are computationally equivalent. For extending computabil- 
ity to the set of continuous functions, several effective namings which are related to definitions of 
continuity are introduced and compared. The definitions are used to prove effective G,-extension 
theorems for continuous functions and an effective G,-characterization of the domains of “strongly 
continuous” functions which generalize the known properties of real functions [Kreitz (1984)]. 
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1. Introduction 
Metric spaces are not only important in analysis and functional analysis but 
recently they have also been used for defining the semantics of concurrency of 
programming languages [l]. While the abstract theory is far developed, not much is 
known about effectivity for metric spaces. In this paper basic definitions for a general 
computability theory on metric spaces are discussed in detail. Their applicability is 
demonstrated by proving effective theorems on domains of continuous functions. 
In the past, several different approaches for studying effectivity in analysis have 
been proposed. Some of them not only consider real numbers and functions but also 
suggest general principles for introducing effectivity on metric spaces. Among others, 
such principles must clarify the following questions: Which metric spaces shall be 
called “effective”? Which are the effective elements of an effective metric space? How 
can elements be handled effectively (“effective functions”)? How can effective functions 
on effective metric spaces be handled effectively? Lacombe [ 1 l] suggests to define 
a recursive metric space as a triple (M, D, v), where M is a metric space, D is a dense 
subset of M, and v : N + D is a bijective numbering of D such that d(v(i), v(j)) < va(k) 
and d(v(i), v(j))> vQ(k) are recursively enumerable in i, j and k (where vQ is a standard 
numbering of the rational numbers). 
Moschovakis [12] considers only denumerable metric spaces (e.g. the “comput- 
able” real numbers). In this sense, a recursive metric space is a pair (M, v), where M is 
a metric space and v: E N -+ M (partial, onto) is a numbering such that, for some 
recursively enumerable sets X and Y, {(i, j, k) 1 d(v(i), v(j)) < vQ(k)} =X A D and 
{(i,j, k)ld( ( ), ( )) v i v j >v,(k)} = Yn D, where D=dom(v) x dam(v) x N. Also Ceitin 
[3] and Kushner [lo] define constructive metric spaces in essentially the same way. 
Central in these works is the proof that, under certain conditions, computable 
functions on metric spaces are continuous. Bishop and Bridges [2] present another 
elaborated approach to effective metric spaces based on very restricted constructive 
reasoning. Finally, it is possible to reduce computability on metric spaces to computa- 
bility on complete partial orders (cpo’s) (see [6,23]). All of these approaches have 
shortages. They are too restricted, not sufficiently far developed or not sufficiently 
close to ordinary classical analysis or computability theory. 
Several years ago, Weihrauch and Kreitz [S-S, 17-19, 211 have introduced a gen- 
eral Type 2 theory of effectivity (TTE), which especially supplies a basis for a com- 
puter-oriented constructive and computable analysis including computational com- 
plexity [4,13-15,20,22]. It has been shown that the theory of topological T,,-spaces 
(which include the separable metric spaces) can be embedded adequately to TTE by 
means of (topologically admissible) (t-admissible) representations [7, 181. TTE al- 
ready provides the essential parts of a constructivity theory for metric spaces. 
In this paper we make an attempt to specialize this constructivity theory to 
a computability theory by adding appropriate computability requirements. We define 
computable metric spaces and compare five t-admissible representations of such 
spaces. This leads to the definition of computationally admissible (c-admissible) 
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representations. In section 3 we introduce four naming systems of continuous fun- 
ctions, three of which turn out to be essentially equivalent. In Section 4 we prove 
effective versions of the (classical) G,-extension theorem for continuous functions on 
complete metric spaces. Finally, we prove an effective version of the Gd-characteriza- 
tion of the domains of “strongly continuous” functions. All the theorems not only 
state existence but also guarantee computable procedures for determining the objects 
under consideration 
In this paper we shall use the notations from [18]. Byf: E X + Y we shall denote 
a partial function from X to Y. B := N ’ is the Baire space with metric d( p, q) = 2 -“, 
where n:=pi[p(i)#q(i)] if p#q. The open balls [w] := {wplp~B}, with WEN*, 
are a basis of the corresponding topology. ( . . . ) denotes standard pairing and 
tupling functions on N as well as on B. For numbers, rrr’ (xi, . ., xk):=xi, where 
1 <id k, vQ: N -+ Q is a standard numbering of the rational numbers, and 
v* : N + N* is a standard numbering of the finite sequences of natural numbers. 
Finally, En: IE! -+ 2’ is the enumeration representation of the subsets of N defined by 
En(p)={il(3k)p(k)= i+l}. 
2. Computational admissible representations of computable metric spaces 
In TTE, constructivity (i.e. continuity) and computability is introduced for a set 
M be defining a numbering v: g N + M or a representation 6: c B + M. This 
definition is crucial and has to be discussed thoroughly. We shall consider the case of 
representations here. For separable metric spaces the t-admissible representations 
yield a reasonable constructivity theory [7, 181. Here we shall start one step behind 
this. Only metric spaces (M, d) with card(M)dcard(B) can be treated in TTE. For 
greater spaces no effectivity theory is available until today. “Effectivity” should be 
reasonably related to the metric structure d. As a most elementary property of an 
“effective” representation 6 : c B -+ M, one should require that distances can be 
approximated effectively from above by rational numbers arbitrarily precisely. This 
has already important consequences. Let p, : G B -+ R be the “recursively enumer- 
able (r.e.)-right cut” representation of the real numbers (cf. [21]), defined by p, (p)=x 
iff (V’iEEn(p)) x<va(i) and x=inf{vQ(i) 1 iEEn(p)J. Then in TTE ((6, a), p,)-continu- 
ity formalizes the above informal requirement. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (M, d) be a metric space and let 6 : G B + M be a representation such 
that d is ((6, 6), p,)-continuous. Then (M, d) is separable and 6 is continuous. 
Proof. By assumption, there is a continuous function 6: c Bz + B such that d(6(p), 
6(q))=p,T(p, q) whenever p, qEdom(6). Let (pi)ieN be a sequence in dam(6) which 
converges w.r.t. the Baire metric to pgdom(6). Since r is continuous, qi :=T(p, pi) 
converges to q:=T(p, p). We have O=d(d(p), 6(p))=p, T(p, p)=p,(q). Assume E>O. 
Thenforsomek,O<vo(q(k)-l)<c.Sinceqi --+ q, there is some m such that q(k) = qi(k) 
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for all i>m; hence, 
d(d(p), 6(pi))=p>T(~,pi)=p>(qi)<va(qi(k)-l)<& for all i>m. 
This shows that 6(pi) converges to 6(p). Therefore, 6: G B + M is continuous. Let 
V:= { VE N * 1 vpedom(6) for some pi IS}. Obviously, Vis denumerable. Let h: V + B be a 
function with vh(v)Edom(J) for all VEV and define X:={vh(v)I VEV} and 
Y= {6(x) 1 XEX }. Then X is dense in dam(6), and Y is dense in M by continuity of 6. 0 
Therefore, only for separable metric spaces can a reasonable effectivity theory be 
defined in TTE. We know already that separable metric spaces have t-admissible 
representations [7, 181, which induce the natural constructivity theory. Topologically 
admissible representations are continuous, but continuity does not imply t-admissibil- 
ity. As a counterexample, consider the decimal representation 6, : c B + R of the real 
line which is not admissible [18]. But SD is continuous; even more, the distance on the 
real line is ((d,, &), p, )-continuous. For obtaining a natural computability theory on 
a metric space (M, d), c-admissible representations must be chosen from the t- 
admissible ones. This is not possible without some additional computability property 
for (M, d). Similar to our first requirement, we shall assume that distances on some 
denumerable dense subset can be approximated computationally from above by 
rational numbers arbitrarily precisely. 
Definition 2.2. A computable metric space is a 4-tuple M = (M, d, A, x) such that 
(1) (M, d) is a metric space, 
(2) A c M, A is a dense subset, 
(3) c(: N --+ A is a (total) numbering of A, 
(4) D, := { (i,j, k) 1 d(cc(i), g(j))< va(k)} is recursively enumerable. 
Admitting tl to be a partial numbering seems to be too general. We do not require 
that D,:={(i,j,k)Id(cc(i),~(j))>v~(k)} is r.e., i.e. we do not require that distances 
on M can be approximated arbitrarily precisely also from below. Thus, distinctness 
(apartness) of points cannot be proved in general. Many important metric spaces 
(M, d) become computable metric spaces by adding appropriate natural dense sets 
A and numberings CC 
Example 2.3 (Computable metric spaces). (1) Discrete spaces. Let (M, d) be a discrete 
metric space (i.e. d(x, y)= 1 ox #y) with denumerable set M. Let c1 be any bijective 
numbering of M. Then (M, d, M, cx) is a computable metric space. 
(2) The real line. The metric space (R, d, Q, va), where d is the distance on the real 
line, is computable. 
(3) The Baire space. Let (B, d) be the Baire space [18], where d(p, q) :=2-“, with 
n=,uk[p(k)#q(k)] ifp#q. Let A:={p~Blp(n)=O for almost all rr}. Let v*: N + N* 
be the standard numbering of the finite sequences over N, and define a: N + A by 
a(i) := v*(i)OO.. . Then (fB, d, A, a) is a computable metric space. 
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(4) Space of continuous functions. Let C[O; l] be the set of continuous functions 
f: [O; l] + R. For& geC[O; l] define d(f, g) :=max{ 1 f(x)-g(x) I Jxe[O; l]}. Let A be 
the (denumerable) set of polynomial functions with rational coefficients, restricted to 
[O; 11, and let c( be a standard numbering of A. Then (C[O; 11, d, A, ct) is a computable 
metric space. 
(5) LP-spaces. Consider the interval [O; 11 E R. A simple step function is a partial 
function s : G [O; l] + R such that there are real numbers a, b, CER with 1 <a < b d 1 
such that 
1 
C if a < x < b, 
s(x)= div ifx=a or x=b, 
0 otherwise. 
Define the integral by 1 s dx :=(b- ) a . c. A step function is a finite sum of simple 
step functions, i.e. s = s1 + . . . +s,.Definefsdx:= Ss,dx+...+Js,dx.Astepfunction 
is rational if it is a finite sum of simple step functions si defined by rational points 
ai, bi, ci. Let SF be the set of rational step functions. Let PER, 1 <p< co. 
Byd(s,s’):=(j)s(x)-s’(x)lPdx)“P a pseudometric space (SF, d) is defined. Let v be 
a standard numbering of SF and let (M,, dp) be the metric completion of (SF, d). Then 
(M,, d,, SF, v) is a computable metric space if p is a computable real number (see 
[18]), especially if pcQ. 
(6) Let (A, dA) be a metric space and c( be a numbering of A such that Definition 
2.2(4) holds. Let (M’, d) be a metric completion of (A, dA) and A c M s: M’. Then, 
obviously, (M, d, A, a) is a computable metric space. 
(7) Let Gi=(Mi, di, Ai,CXi) be computable metric spaces for i= 1,2. Define M:= 
Ml x MZ, A:=Al x AZ, a(il,i2):=(C(l(il),C(2(il)) and d((x,,x&(y,,y2)):= 
max(dI(x,, yr), dZ(x2, y2)). Then (M, d, A, CC) is a computable metric space. The 
same holds for the distance d,(x,,y,)+d2(x2,y2) and for the distance 
((d,(x,,~,))~+(dz(xz,yz))~Y’~. 
(8) From (2) and (7) for each n> 1, we obtain a computable Euclidean n-space 
(R”> d,, A,, a,). 
Let M = (M, d, A, a) be a computable metric space. Let U be a numbering of open 
balls defined by U( i,j):= U~i,j> := {XEM 1 d(x, c((i))<2-j} and define rad (i, j) := 
2-j. Obviously, range(U) is a basis of the topology induced by the metric. Note that 
rad (i, j) is not the radius of U (i, j) in general (e.g. if a(i) is an isolated point and 
U(i,j)={cc(i)). Th e inclusion U, E Ub depends on the “global” structure of A and 
may be a very difficult property. As a substitute, we define a (“formal inclusion”) 
relation Q G N2 by (i,j)<( k, m):od(a(i), cr(k))+2-‘<2-“. The relation <iis r.e. by 
Definition 2.2(4) and transitive. Note that a c b implies cls(U,)~ U,; the converse, 
however, may be false (cls(X) := the metric closure of x in M). We shall now introduce 
and compare four representations of a computable metric space. 
Definition 2.4. Let M = (M, d, A, a) be a computable metric space and let U be the 
numbering defined above. Define partial representations 6,) . ,6, of M as follows. 
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For all XEM and pelE! let 
S,(p)=x 10 En(p)={ilxEUi}, 
S,(P)=X 10 { Ui 1 iEEn(p)) is a basis of the neighbourhoods of x and 
(VE>0)(3kEEn(p))rad(k)<E, 
d3(p)=x :o (Vj> i)d(xp(i), ap(j))d2-’ and x=lim xp(i), 
a4(p)=x :o (tlk)x~U,(,, and (V’k)p(k+ 1)~ p(k) 
and (Va>O)(%)rad(p(n))<a. 
The representation 6, is from [7], a3 is the normed Cauchy representation [7, 181, and 
d4 is the representation by means of nested closed balls. From TTE we know that 6i is 
t-admissible; hence, it induces the natural constructivity on the metric space. The 
above representations are computationally equivalent. 
Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. 6, Gcd2. Obviously, S,(p)=d,(p) for all pEdom(6,); hence, the identity func- 
tion translates 6 1 to b2. 
d2 d c d3. Define a computable function r : E B + El by 
T(p)(n) :=n(f’p(i,j,k) [p(k)=(i,j)+l and j>,]. 
Ifpedom(6,) then T(p)(n) exists for all n, and d(d(p)(n), d,(p))<+. 2 -“. The triangle 
inequality yields S,(p)=d,r(p). Hence, S2 ~~6~. 
S3 Q c d4: Define a computable function r : B + B by 
j-(P)04 := <P(H + 21, n > 
for all p, n. Suppose d3(p)=x and HEN. Then d(zp(n+2), ~)<2-“‘+~‘<2-“; hence, 
xeU(T(p)(n)), and d(ap(n+2), ap(n+3))+2-‘““)~2-‘“+2’+2-(“‘1)<2-”. Hence, 
T(p)(n+ 1)~ T(p)(n). Finally, (Va >O)(+~)radT(p)(n)<~. Therefore, &(p)=dJ(p). 
6,,<,b,. Since c is recursively enumerable, there is a computable function 
h: N + N with range(h)= {(i, j) 1 i< j}. Define a computable function r: EE + B by 
W)(n, k m>:= n+l ifh(k)=(p(m),n), o 
otherwise, 
for all pE5, nEN. Then T(p) enumerates the set ofall i with 6,(p)~U,; hence, dlT(p)= 
6,(p), whenever pedom(6,). 0 
The first condition for a2(p)=x already yields a representation &, (see [lS], 
Definition 3.4.171). However, in general the corresponding names carry less comput- 
able information than those w.r.t. 6,. If sufficient information about isolated points is 
computationally available, do becomes equivalent to d2. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let M and U be as in Dejinition 2.4. Define a representation c%, : G B -+ M 
by ~O(P)=X :O { Uij kEn(p)} is a basis of the neighbourhoods of x}. 
Let X :={(m,n)~{rs(m)}=U(m,n>}, Then 
(1) &GA 
(2) &Id&> 
(3) &,dC& ifX is recursively enumerable. 
Proof. Define a computable function C: 5 -+ B by 
1 
(m,n)+l if@=0 A p(a)=(m,n)+l) 
C<P, q) Cm, n,.i, k a, b):= 
or (k#O A n>j A 
pW=db)=(m,j)+1), 
0 otherwise. 
If &(p)=x and En(q)=X then 6,C(p, q)=x. By the smn-theorem for $, there is 
a computable function r : B + B with .Z(p, q) = tirC4,(p). We obtain &, <t d2. If X is 
r.e. then X = En(q) for some computable qE B; hence, r(q) is computable and &, <C 6*. 
On the other hand, the identity function reduces 6, to do. 0 
Obviously, if n/r has no isolated points then C& is computationally equivalent to S2. 
Lemma 2.5 suggests the following definition, which fixes the computability theory on 
computable metric spaces. 
Definition 2.7. Let ti =(M, d, A, c() be a computable metric space. 
(1) A representation 6 of ti is called c-admissible if 6 zC 6,, where 6,(p)=x :o 
(Vj >i)d(ccp(i), c(p(j))62-’ and x=lim cxp(i). 
(2) An element XGM is called computable iff x=6,(p) for some computable func- 
tion pEB. 
(3) A function between two computable metric spaces with c-admissible representa- 
tions 6 and 6’ is computable iff it is (6,6’)-computable. 
Note that representations 6 and 6’ of a set M induce the same computability theory 
on M iff they are c-equivalent [18]. In Definition 2.2 the set Q of rational numbers is 
chosen as a denumerable dense subset of R, and the sequence (2-‘)isN is used for 
defining the numbering U and the representations a,,, . . . , iJ4. If Q is replaced by some 
other appropriate set, e.g. by Q2:= ((i-j)/2k 1 i, j, kEN}, and 2-’ is replaced e.g. by 
l/(1 + i), then representations equivalent to &, , . . . ,6, are obtained, especially the 
definition of c-admissibility is invariant under these changes. We do not discuss more 
details here. 
3. Naming systems of continuous functions 
For handling functions between metric spaces effectively, we need effective repre- 
sentations of sets of functions. In the spirit of TTE, we intend to consider all the 
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continuous functions. Although the set X of all continuous partial functions 
r: E B -+ B is too large for having a representation, it is essentially represented by 
II/ : B -+ [B -+ El], since everyfEX has an extension in [B + IB]; see [17, 181. A corre- 
sponding extension theorem does not hold in general for functions f: E M1 + M2 
between metric spaces. Therefore, we shall consider sets of functions associated with 
names peB rather than single functions. Below, four naming systems for functions 
between metric spaces are introduced. 
Definition 3.1. For i= 1,2, let n?i=(Mi, di, Ai, ai) be a computable metric space with 
associated numbering U i of basic neighbourhoods, with formal inclusion relation Q i 
and di:=dal (see Definition 2.7). Define representations 6=,, .. . . 8s of sets of subsets of 
partial functions from MI to M2 as follows. For all peB, f: G MI + M2 and X:= 
dam(f), let 
W,(P) :o (Vq~dom(fG,))fG,(q)=6,1C/,(q), 
&6,(p) :o (Vj)f-‘Uf=Xnu{Uf I(i,j)~ En(p)}, 
f&,(p) :o (V(i, j)E En(p))fU! E Uf and 
(Vx~X)(Vs>O)(~(i,j)EEn(p))(x~U~ A rad(j)<s), 
f&(p) :o f&,(p) and (VB c En(p), B finite) 
Cn{Uu,lIq~pr~(B)} z8~n(Ub21b~prz(B)}Z~]. 
For i = 5,. . . , 8fis called hi-computable ifffEbi(p) for some computable DEB. 
Above, v :=cls( V) is the metric closure of a set, pr,(B)= {a I(3) (a, b)eB}, and 
pr,(B) = {b ) (la) (a, b)E B}. The representation ~5~ is derived from (6,) b,)-continuity 
in TTE (see [18]), and Bs corresponds to the definition of continuity in topology 
(f - ’ (open) is open). The representation & is derived from the (E, 6)-continuity 
definition for functions on metric spaces. IffEd,( then p enumerates how (even 
closed) formal balls can be mapped into open formal balls. Note that for (i, j), 
(k, m)~ En(p), Uf n U i may be empty even if Y:= U! n U: #8, namely, in the case 
of Y n dam(f)=@ Iff&,(p), then En(p) must satisfy a finite consistency property 
which excludes such situations. First we show that the definition of J5 is essentially 
independent of the special c-admissible representations 6i and d2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let & be a c-admissible representation of Mi (i= 1,2) and define zs 
according to 13~ by f~$~(p)=-= (VqEdom(f6;)f$r(q)=&$Jq)). Then there are 
computable functions rI, r2 : B -+ B, with 
Proof. Since $i dc 6, and ~5~ < c Jz, there are computable functions Ci, C2 : G B + B, 
with 6;(p)=~3~C~(p) for all p~dom(6;) and 6,(p)=6;z2(p) for all pEdom(&). By the 
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utm-theorem and the smn-theorem for $, there is a computable function r : B -+ B, 
with $,-u,I=C2$PC1 for all PEEL. Considerf&,(p). Then, for all qEdornf61, 
This proves f~s, r( p); therefore, 6,(p) E z5 T(p). The second statement is proved 
accordingly. 0 
Since c-admissible representations are t-admissible, fed, for some p iff f is 
continuous [18, Theorem 3.4.111. Therefore, J5 associates names with exactly all 
partial continuous functions from MI to M2. By Theorem 3.3, fi5, & and S, are 
essentially computationally equivalent. 
Theorem 3.3. There are computable functions rl, Tz, r3 : B + B, with 
(1) d5(P)EW-l(P)r 
(2) d,(p) s w,(p), 
(3) J,(P) c w-,(p), 
for all pEB. 
Proof. (1) By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to consider the definition of d5 with d4 from 
Definition 2.4 substituted for 6r in Definition 3.1 and 6, from Definition 2.4 sub- 
stituted for & in Definition 3.1. By the utm-theorem, there is a computable function 
r: E B + B, with r(p, 4) = $Jq). 
Let M be a Type 2 machine which computes r. For i,, . . . , ik, jl, . . . ,j,E N define 
Ci 1 . . . ik,jl . . . j,] := il j, . . . ik j,. Since ~r is recursively enumerable, there are 
a total recursive function h and a computable function rI, with {v* h(n) 1 nE N } = 
Ii o...ik(k,iI ,..., ikeN and i, -elim_l for m=l,...,k) and 
r,(pKa, b, i,j, n, t>= 
r l+( i, j) if v*(a) is a prefix of p, 
lg(v*(a))=lg(v*h(b)), i is the last 
number of v*h(b), and M with input 
[v*(a), v*h(b)] within t steps writes 
the number j on position n 
of the output tape, 
.O otherwise. 
Now assume f&,(p). Then fS,(q)=82$P(q)=S2r(p, q) for all qedom(f6,). Let 
(i,j)EEnT,(p)andx~U!ndom(f).Therearea,b~Nsuchthatv*(a)isaprefixofp, 
lg(v*(a))=lg(v*h(b)), i is the last number of v*h(b), and M with input [v*a, v*h(b)] 
writes j on the output tape. Since XECJ!, there is some qEB, with S,(q)=x and v*h(b) 
a prefix of q. Therefore, r with input (p, q) writes j on the output tape, i.e. f(x)E U jz. 
Thisshowsf-‘UfzXnlJ.... On the other hand, let xEf -‘Uj2. Then x=8,(q) for 
some ~GB and M with input (p, q) writes j on the output tape. Hence, there are 
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a, b, i, n, t such that v*(a) is a prefix of p, . . . ; hence, (i,j)~ EnT,(p) for some i. This 
provesf-’ Uj’ G .... hence,fe661’1(p). 
(2) There is a computable function h : N -+ N with range(h)= {(k, i) 1 k Q, i}. 
Define a computable function Tz : B + [EB by 
r2 (P)( i, j, k, a, b > := 
1 
l+(k,j) if h(b)=(k,i) and 
p(a)=l+<i,j), 
0 otherwise. 
Assumef&,(p). If (k, j)E EnT,(p) then, for some i, k<:, i and (i, j)EEn(p); hence, 
f 0: of U: G Uf. Assume XEX and E>O. Thenf(x)EUf for some j with rad(j)<s. 
Sincef-‘U~=XnU{U!I(i,j)EEn(p)}, there is some i, with XELJ,! and (i,j)E 
En(p). Hence, there is some k, with xeU : and (k, j)E EnT,(p). This proves 
&&T,(P). 
(3) By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to consider for 6i and d2 in Definition 3.1 the 
representation b2 from Definition 2.4 for ti, and ti2, respectively. Let h:N + N be 
a computable function with range(h) = {(i, k) 1 ic, k}. Define a computable function 
T:B+B by 
1 
l+m if q(u)=l+i, h(b)=(i,k) 
T(P, q) (i, k, m, u, b, c>:= andp(c)=l+(k,m), 
0 otherwise. 
Consider&&(p). Assume qEdom(fJ,), x=6,(q), e>O. Then there is (k,m)E En(p), 
with xeUL, rad(m)<s andf(x)Ef(U:) E Vi. There is some iEEn(q), with ic, k and 
XEU!; hence, msEnT(p, q). This shows f(x)=d,T(p, q). By the smn-theorem, 
there is a computable function r 3: B -+ B, withf6,(q)=821//r,(p)(q) for all f&,(p) and 
qEdom(f6,); hence,fe6,r,(p). 0 
The theorem is an effective version of the equivalence of the three underlying 
continuity definitions. As usual, we shall consider this equivalence of three definitions 
as a strong argument that they are “natural”. By the following theorem, &-names can 
be obtained continuously from &-names. They can be obtained computably if 
distances on M, can be estimated computably also from below. 
Theorem 3.4. Let D, := (( i, j, k) 1 d(a,(i), ai( j))>v,(k)}. Then 
(1) (vp~dom(&))&(p)=Wp); 
(2) there is a computable function r : B + B, with d,(p)~d,r(p, q)for all p, qsB 
such that D, =En(q); 
(3) there is a computable function C : B -+ B, with 6,(p)s S,C(p)for all ~EB $0, is 
recursively enumerable. 
Proof. (1) is trivial and (3) follows from (2). We prove (2). Define the “formal distance 
for formal balls” on A?, by ds((a, b), (c, d)) :=max(O, d(a,(a), cr1(c))-2-b-2-d}. 
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There is a computable function A : B + B such that En A(q)= {(m, n) 1 ds(m, n) >O} 
for all q with En(q)=D,. 
Define En(p,n):={i1(3j<n)p(j)=l+i} for all DEB, HEN. Define T:B+B as 
follows: 
l+(c,b’) if(l)p(n)=l+(a’, b’) and (2) 
c c1 a’ can be proved in at most 
t steps, and (3) (VJ c En(p, n)) 
T(P, 4 > Cc, n, a’, b’, t >:= 
I 
C(WW’(a, b)EJu {Cc, b’))b,GWb2 
or F(a, bkJ)<a, c>EEn~(dl 
can be proved in at most t steps, 
0 otherwise. 
For a complete specification of r, concrete enumeration procedures must be defined 
for which steps can be counted. Note that cl is r.e., I.x~(~)EU,~ is r.e. and 
(a, c )eEn A(q) is r.e. in q. We omit further details here. 
Assume now f&,(p) and D, = En(q). 
Proposition 3.5. (V(c, b’)E EnT(p, q))fU,’ E Ui.. 
Proof. (c, b’)E En T(p, q) implies (a’, b’)E En(p) and cc1 a’ for some a’; hence, 
fc7c' G ug. 
Proposition 3.6. Assume xEdom( f) and E > 0. Then there are c, b/EN, with (c, b’)E 
EnT(p, q), XEU, and rad(b’)<E. 
Proof. Since fed,(p), there are a’, b’, n, with p(n) = 1 + (a’, b’), XE U,$ and rad(b’) <.s. 
We show indirectly that (c, b’)EEnr(p, q) for some c with XEU,’ and c c1 a’. 
Assumption: For all c with c c1 a’ and x~Uf there is a set J,cEn(p,n) with 
not (3i)(V(a, b)EJ,u{(c, b’)})a,(i)EUz and(V(a, b)EJ,)ds(a, c)=O). 
For every rnEN, there is some c, with c ci a’, XEU~ and rad(c)<2-“. Since there are 
only finitely many J c En(p, n), there is some J’ c En(p, n) such that there are 
arbitrarily small c with XEU,’ ,c <,a’, and 
not (3i)(V(a, b)EJ’u{(c, b’)})a,(i)EUz and (V(a, b)EJ’)ds(a, c)=O). 
For all (a, b)EJ’, there are arbitrarily small c, with ds(a, c)=O and XEU,~; hence, 
XEU,‘. Since J’GEn(p), f(x)Efl?,' s Ui for all (a, b)EJ’. Since XEU, and 
CQ a’ for some c and f U,‘. E Vi,, we obtain f(x)EU$. Therefore, (V(a, b)EJ’u 
{(c,b’)))f(x)&. H ence, there is some i, with cc2(i) E U,’ for all those (a, b), which 
contradicts our assumption. We conclude that there are some c, t such that 
T(a,b)(c,n,a’,b’,t)=l+(c,b’) and XEU~. This proves Proposition 3.6. 
Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 imply immediately that fE&r(p, q). It remains to show 
finite consistency. 
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Proposition 3.7. EnT( p, q) is finitely consistent. 
Proof. Let B E En r( p, q ) be nonempty and finite. Assume n { Vi 1 c E pr, B} #0. 
For each rnEB there are numbers c,, n,, a;, bh, t, with m=(c,, bk) and 
Let reB such that n,=max{n, 1 meB}. Consider the determination of 
Choose .I:= { (a;, bh)lmgB, n, < n,}. Then J E En(p, n,); hence, (3) of the definition 
of T(P, 4) (cr, . . . . t,.) must hold for the instance J. By assumption, n { Ug 1 rnE 
B} # 0; hence, ds(ak, cI)=O for all rnEB (since c, c1 ah). We conclude that 
(3(a, b)EJ) (a, c,)EEnd(q) is false. Therefore, (3i)(v(a, b)EJu{<c,, 
b:)})a,(i)EUi, i.e. (Sli)(Vm~B)cr,(i)EU&, (remember that p(n,)= 1+ (a:, b:)); hence, 
(7 { Uj 1 dgpr,B} #8. This shows that En r (p, q) is finitely consistent. 0 
Note that in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we have not proved reducibility, i.e. d5 = Bs r, but 
only (Vp)J,(p) E 6,r(p). For each of the computable metric spaces in Example 
2.3(l)-(5) and 2.3(8), the set D, is indeed recursively enumerable. Furthermore, the 
property “D, is r.e.” is transmitted under Cartesian product (Example 2.3(6)). As 
a corollary, each of the naming systems S5 to 8s supplies names for exactly all the 
continuous functions f: G M 1 + MZ. 
Corollary 3.8. (1) For any f: E MI + M2 and i=5, . . . . 8, 
f is continuous 0 (FlpEB)fEdi(p). 
(2) For any f: c MI + M2, 
f is 6,-computable o f is 6,-computable, 
o f is 6,-computable. 
(3) If D, =((i,j, k) 1 d(a,(i), aI(j))>vQ(k)} is r.e. then, for any f: E MI -+ Ma, 
f is a,-computable o f is 6,-computable. 
For any i=5, . . . ,8, iffebi(p) then f is not determined uniquely by p, but “uniquely 
up to its domain”. Note that fEJi(p) if dam(f)=@. 
Lemma 3.9. For any iE { 5, . . . , 8) and pedom(6i) there is a function~~Gi(p) such that, 
for all fEdi( Jextendsf 
The proof is left to the reader. By Lemma 3.9, from 6i a representation Si of certain 
continuous functions can be defined by 6i(p):= the maximally defined function 
&hi(p). Simple characterizations of the classes of the represented functions are not 
known. 
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4. Extension and Cd-characterization of domains 
It is known from topology [9, Section 35.11 that every partial continuous function 
f: c Mi + M2 from a metric space M, to a complete metric space M2 can be 
itended to a continuous function5 c MI + M2 such that dam(j) is a Cd-subset of 
MI. (A Gs-set is a denumerable intersection of open sets.) Thus, G,-sets are the 
“natural” domains of continuous functions f: G MI + M2 if M2 is complete. An 
extension f can be defined as follows. For HEN, let G, := u {G’ c MI 1 G’ in open 
anddiameter(fG’) <2-“},G:=~{G,~n~N},dom(~):=Gncls(dom(f)),{f(x)):= 
n {cls(f(H)) I i-l 1s a neighbourhood of x}. This proof, however, is not effective. The 
naming system 6s is sufficiently strong to admit a computationally effective Cd- 
extension theorem. According to the representation 5 of the Cd-subsets of B [18, 
Definition 3.2.101, we define a representation q: B -+ {A E MI 1 A is a Gb-set} by 
Y](P) := n G,, where G,=U(Ufl(i,n)~En(p)} 
” 
for all pelEg. As usual, we define US:=@. 
Theorem 4.1. For i= 1,2, let Mi=(Mi, d, Ai, ai) be a computable metric space with 
numbering U i of basic neighbourhoods as defined above. Let M2 be complete. Then there 
are computable functions C, r: B + B such that for any pedom(&) there is a function 
f: s MI + M, such that 
(1) fextends f for every feS,( p), 
(2) &w(P)? 
(3) dam(f) = VT(p). 
Proof. There are computable functions C, r : B + B, with 
EnT(p)={(i,n)I(3j)((i,j)EEn(p) and rad(j)<P’)}, 
EnC(p)={(k,m)~(3(i,j)~En(p))(kc,i andjc,m)}. 
Assume pedom(&). Fof ng N, define G, := u { U! I (i, n)EEn T(p)} and define 
f: G MI + M2 by dam(f) :=G :=n{G,In~N}=nr(p) and 
{f(x)}:=r){T?j21(3i)((i,j)EEn(p) and XEU!)} 
for all xgG. 
Proposition 4.2. f(x) is well-defined for XEG. 
Proof. For mEN, define 
A,:=n{flfI(S)((i,j) dm and (i,j)E En(p) and x~Uj)>, 
where C)0:=M2. Obviously, A, #0 by the consistency property of pEdom(b,), 
A ??I+1~Ali?, and A, is closed for any me N. Since xeG, XEG, for all n, i.e. for all n, there 
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are i,j, with x~U!, (i,j)~En(p) and rad(j)<2-“. This shows that diameter (A,) 
converges to 0 with increasing m. For any MEN, let Y,E& be arbitrary. The sequence 
(Ym)meN is a Cauchy sequence. Since II?, is complete, it has a limit y. Since each A, is 
closed, YEA, for all m; hence, 
{y}=~{&~m~N}=~{Uf~(3i)((i,j)~En(p) and x~Uf)}. 
Therefore, f(x) = y is well-defined. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Zff~d,( p) then fextends f: 
Proof. AssumefE6s(p) and xEdom(f). Then, for each rz, there are i, j, with (i,j)E 
En(p), x~U! and rad(j)<2-“; hence, XEG, for each n, i.e. xcG. Since fed,(p), 
{f(x)}=n{UfI(3i)(xEUf and (i,j>EEn(p))}={f(x)}. q 
Proposition 4.4. &S, C(p). 
Proof. Assume (i, j)EEn(p) and x~lJL;ndom(f). Thenf(x)EUf by the definition of 
$ Therefore, f(U!) & Uj if (i, j)E En(p). Assume (k, m)EEn C(p). Then for some 
(i, j)EEn(p):fUL sf( U!)s Ujc Vi. This proves the first condition for&&C(p). 
Assume xEdom(f) and E>O. Choose n with 2-” < 3s. We obtain 
XEG, => (ji,j)((i,j)EEn(p) A x~Uf A rad(j)62-“) 
* (jk,m,i,j)((i,j)EEn(p) A k<:,i A XEU: A je,m 
A rad(m) < 2.2-“) 
= (3k,m)((k,m)E EnC(p) A XEU~ A rad(m)<s). 
This proves the second condition for feG,C(p). The consistency condition for C(p) 
follows easily from that for p. 0 
By means of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, Theorem 4.1 can be transferred from Ss to Ss, 
d6 and S7 with continuous functions C and r, which are even computable if D, is r.e. 
Theorem 4.1 implies another effective extension theorem, which we shall prove 
below. Let 6i: c B + Mi (i= 1,2) be representations and letf: c MI + M2 be a func- 
tion. According to the definitions in [ 181, f is called 
(1) (6,, 82)-continuous (-computable) iff there is a continuous (computable) func- 
tion r: E B + B, withf6,(p)=6,T(p) for all pEdom(f6r); 
(2) strongly (6,, 6,)-continuous (-computable) iff, in addition to (l), (Vpe 
dom(~l)\dom(.Pl)) pMom(r). 
With Definition 3.1, f1~6,(p) for some PEEK (computable PEEL) ifffis (6,, 6,)-con- 
tinuous (-computable). 
For the strongly continuous functions there is a canonical representation; see [IS, 
Definition 3.3.111. 
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Definition 4.5. Let 6i : G lE8 --, Mi (i= 1, 2) be representations. A representation 
[S, + S,] of the strongly (6,, 6,)-continuous functions is defined as follows: 
pEdom[61 + &’ I0 
$&dom(6,)) c dom(&) and (vq, q’Edom(&)), 
[S,(q)=&(q’) Ss,$P(q)=&$P(q’)] 
for all PEEI, and 
Cd, -+&I (p)(b(q)):=b$,(q) 
for all pEdom[6, + S,] and qEdom(6,). 
First we show that the restriction of a continuous function to a G,-subset of its 
domain yields a strongly (6,, 6,)-continuous function, We immediately prove an 
effective version. 
Lemma 4.6. For i= 1, 2, let Mi be a computable metric space with c-admissible repre- 
sentation ~3~ and standard basis numbering U’. There is a computable function C: B + B 
such that 
wheneuerf&,(p) and G:=g(r)_cdom(f). 
Proof. First we consider the case S,(p)=x o En(p)= { i) xeUf }. For any 
Type 2 machine T, let T(p)(n) be the output on position n of T, with input PEE!. Let 
T1 be a Type 2 machine which computes the universal function TU of $ (i.e. 
r, ( p, q ) = tip(q)). There is a Type 2 machine T2 such that for all p, q, rE B) and nE N, 
T,(p, q)(n) if (n=O or T,(p, q)(n-1) exists) 
Tz(P, q, r>(n)= 
and (3&j) [ieEn(q) and 
(j, n)E En(r) and i< j], 
div otherwise. 
Let r: E B --f B be the function computed by T,. By the smn-theorem, there is 
a computable function C: B --f B, with T<P, q, r>=tiZC,,,)(q). Assume f&(p), 
qedom(6,) and G G dam(f). If Gl(q)EG then fS,(q)=62~,(q)=62IcI,(,,,,(q). If 
&(q)$G then +zCp,r)(q) d oes not exist. Hence, flc= [S, -+ 6,]C(p, r). If S; is c- 
admissible then 8; --cSl and [S; + S,] =C [S, + S,]. This shows that the desired 
property holds for any c-admissible representation ~3~. 0 
We can now prove the extension theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. Let n?i =(Mi, d, Ai, pi) b e a computable metric space with numbering U i 
of basic neighbourhoods as dejined above and c-admissible representation 6; (i = 1, 2). Let 
n?, be complete. Then there are computable functions A, r : B + B such that, for all 
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&6,(p) + [S, +&Id(p) extendsfund dom[6, -+ &ld(p)=r]r(p). 
Proof. By Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, there is a computable function r1 : B + 8, with 
gE&(p) * gEd5rl(P). Let C and r be the functions with the properties given 
in Theorem 4.1. Let C’ be the function C from Lemma 4.6. Define d(p):= 
C’( Tic(p), T(p)). Obviously, A is computable. AssumefEG,(p). Letfbe the function 
from Theorem 4.1. ThenTEG,C(p) and vT(p)=G=dom(S). Since&65r1C(P), by 
Lemma 4.6, 
Therefore, A has the desired properties. 0 
If D, is r.e., then Theorem 4.7 holds correspondingly for b5, h6 and & instead of 8s. 
In any case, for ~5~ (6, and 6,) there are continuous functions A and r. As a simple 
consequence, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.8. Let Mi, 6i (i= 1,2) be as in Theorem 4.7. For every f: s MI + M2, 
(1) iff is (6,, 62)-continuous then f has a strongly (6,, 8,)-continuous extension. 
(2) If D, is r.e. and f is (6,) 6*)-computable then f has a strongly (6,) a,)-computable 
extension. 
In Theorem 4.7 the domain of the function [S, + 6,]A(p) is a Gg-set. Since 
$ = [ 1, + le], the domains of all strongly (le, l,)-computable functions are Gd- 
subsets of B [18]. If 6 is the standard representation of the set [w of real numbers, then 
the strongly (6, b)-continuous functions are the continuous functions the domains of 
which are Gd-subsets of Iw (see [S]). In what follows, we generalize this result. As 
a condition, we assume that the representation 6, is “almost injective”; more precisely, 
that 6;‘{x} is compact for every xgD1. 
A subset A c B of Baire’s space is compact iff it is closed and bounded, where gsB 
is a bound of A iff (VfEA)(Vn) f (n) <g(n). For the real line Iw, Kreitz and Weihrauch 
[8] have studied different representations of the set K([W) of compact sets. The 
representation we shall consider here corresponds to the “weak” representation of 
K(R). 
Definition 4.9. Define the weak representation K,: c B -+ K(B) of the compact sub- 
sets of Baire’s space lE8 by 
K,(s, t)=A :o A is bounded by t and B\A=u{[v*(i)] liEEn( for all s, tEB. 
(Remember that v* is the standard numbering of N* and [w] = {PEE 1 w E p}, where 
w 5 p means that w is a prefix of p; see [lS]). 
Theorem 4.10. For i= 1, 2, let Mi be a computable metric space with c-admissible 
representation 6t. Assume that there is a computable function TO: c El -+B, with 
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w~&j=d-&7) f or all qEdom(6,). Then there is a computable function 
C:cB-+B, with 
dom(CdI -,&I (P))=YC(P) 
for all pEdom( [S, + S,]. 
Especially, the domain of every strongly (6,) 62)-continuous function is a Gg-set. 
Proof. Any computable function r : G B + B can be generated by an isotone com- 
putable (more precisely, (v*, v*)-computable) function y : N * + N *, where isotone 
means x & y =k. y(x) & y(y)), as follows: 
T(p)=4 0 q=sup{y(p[“l)I nEN}; 
see [18, Theorem 3.1.261. Let 6, be the c-admissible representation of n?, correspond- 
ing to ~5~ in Definition 2.4. Note that S,[xi] = Ut for any xeN* and ie N, and that 
{YEN* I Cylndom(&) +8) IS recursively enumerable (more precisely, v*-r.e.). Since 
6, d C dl, there is a computable function C 4 : E B + B such that (Vqedom(B,))a,(q) = 
&&(q). Let y1,y2,y4: N* + N * be isotone computable functions such that y1 gener- 
ates rr, y2 generates r2 and y4 generates Z4, where rI and rz are defined by 
r,,(q)=(rl(q), Tz(q)). For qEB, let B(q):= {rEBI(Vi)r(i)dq(i)} and for ZEN*, let 
B(z):= {wllg(w)=lg(z) and (Vi<lg(z))w(i)<z(i)}. 
Let M be a Type 2 machine which computes the universal function of $. For 
PEB, weN* and neN define Q(p, w,n) : o M with inputs p and w writes, after 
some time, some number on the output position n. Finally, for ueN*, define 
En(u):= {m I (Ii<lg(v))v(i)= 1 +m}. There is a computable function C: B + B such 
that, for all peB and ieN, (i, n)EEnC(p) iff there is some YEN*, satisfying 
(1) i is the last symbol of y, 
(2) CylndW64)f0, 
(3) (vw~By,y4(y))C(3m~Enjt,y4(y))v*(m) F w v Q(P, w, n)l. 
We prove that dom([G, -+ G,](p))=nC(p) for all pEdom([J, + S,]) (remember 
that nC(p)= n GR, where Gi= U { U! I (i, n)E EnC(p))). Assume pedom[J, + S,], 
xEdom([6, -6,](p)) and nEN. We shall prove XEG{. There is some rEdom(6,), 
with d4(r)=x. Define q:=C,(r), then qEdom(6,) and x=S,(q). 
By the assumption on rI and rz, for all q’EBTz(q), 
(3mEEnT,(q))v*(m) L q’ or $Jq’)(n) exists. 
Hence, for all q’EBT,(q), there is some w F q’, with 
(3mcEnT,(q))v*(m) E w v Q(p, w, n). 
Since Brz(q) is compact, the words w can be chosen from a finite set X,, of words. 
Furthermore, there is only a finite set A, of values meEn T1(q) which have to be 
considered. 
Let ko=max{lg(w)) WEX~} and let z be a prefix of q such that k:=lgy,(z)>kO and 
A0 G En y,(z). The finite set X0 can be replaced by the set B(y,(z)) of words with 
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length k; hence, 
(vwg&(z)) C(+=Enyr(z))v*(m) E w A Qh w n)l. 
Every z’ with z & z’L~, has the same property. There is some y, with y F r, such that 
z dye. Let i be the last symbol of y. Then, obviously, properties (l)-(3) hold; 
hence, (i, n)EEnC(p). Since XEUi, we obtain xeG,P. On the other hand, assume 
pEdom[J, + S,], x=6,(q). Assume MN and XEG{. There are some yeZ* and ieN 
such that XE Vi and (l)-(3) hold. From (1) and (2) we conclude xeG,[y]; hence, 
x&,[y,(y)]. We obtain 61r{x} E u{[w]l w~By,y,(y)} and d-‘(x}n[v*(m)]=0 
for all mEEny,y,(y). Let w be the prefix of q with lg(w)=lg(y,y,(y)). Then 
w~B(Y~y~(y)) since qEF1{x}. Thus, [...I f rom (3) holds for this word w. v*(m) E w 
forsomemEEny,y,(y) wouldimplyqE[v*(m)] and6;‘(x}n[v*(m)]#0.Therefore, 
Q(p, w, n) must hold. Consequently, M with inputs p and q writes on the output 
position n. Thus, if x~nGi, then t+bP(q) exists, i.e. xedom([6, + 6,](p)). 0 
Since [S, -S,] E,[S~ -S;] if 6, -,S; and S2 --Cd;, it suffices to assume in 
Theorem 4.10 that there are some S; z-C61 and a computable function To with 
(VqEdom(b’i))(6;)-‘6< {q} =~,r~(q). By Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.10, under the 
compactness condition of Theorem 4.10, the strongly (6,, 6,)-computable (-continu- 
ous) functionsf: Ml + M2 are exactly the 6,-computable (-continuous) functions the 
domains of which are computable (arbitrary) G,-sets. Consider the computable 
Euclidean n-space &:=(R”, d, A,, a,) as an example. Clearly, M is computable, and 
D, is r.e. Hence, 6s = E d5 for A?. Therefore, Theorems 4.1 and 4.7 hold immediately 
for the case n?, =&,, M2=l?,,. 
For applying Theorem 4.10 to the real line we need a representation 6 of R which is 
c-equivalent to the standard representation and has the property 
for some computable To c B -+ IB. Define 6: z lE8 + R as follows (see [14]): 
pEdom(6) :o (ViE N)p(i) < 3, p(i) = 3 
for exactly one number i, and no word from 
{0,02,20} is a prefix of p. 
6(UkUk_, . ..ao3a_.u_ z...):=C{(Ui-l)2’1i~Z, i<k}, where &,ak_l ,... E{O, 1,2}. 
Thus, 6 is the binary representation with digits - 1, 0, 1 (represented by 0, 1, 2) and 
normed integer part. Note that, for norming, a leading 0 can be omitted, - 11 can be 
replaced by - 1 and 1 - 1 can be replaced by 1 in front of the binary point. This 
representation 6 is indeed c-admissible and a rc,-name of 6 - ’ {d(q)} can be deter- 
mined computably from q. Thus, Theorem 4.10 can be applied to the real line [S]. If 
n?, and n?, have c-admissible representations al and d2, respectively, satisfying the 
compactness condition from Theorem 4.10, then [S,, S,] (see [lS]) is a c-admissible 
representation of n?, x I\;i2, again satisfying this condition. Hence, Theorem 4.10 
can also be applied to the Euclidean n-spaces. For example, if 6 is a standard 
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representation of R, and 6” a standard representation of KY’, then a function 
f: c R” + [w is strongly (P, 6)-computable iff f is (P, 6)-computable and dam(f) is 
a computable G,-subset of R”. 
5. Conclusions 
The general results obtained here can be immediately applied to analysis and 
functional analysis. 
From computability theory on R, it is known that only very special representations 
admit a reasonable theory of computational complexity, e.g. the modified binary 
representations defined above [4, 141. As a general requirement for representations 
which admit a reasonable complexity theory, we suggest that 6 -I K be compact for 
each compact subset K of the metric space. Detailed investigations have to be 
performed. In [18, Chapter 3.71 a general effectivity theory for the class of all domains 
(i.e. certain complete partial orders) is outlined. Similarly, a general effectivity theory 
of essentially all separable metric spaces, not only the computable ones, can be 
developed. Let M=(M, d, A, a) be a computable metric space. If (M, d) is complete, 
then it is determined uniquely up to an isomorphism by the recursively enumerable set 
D< := { (ij, k) I44, U)<v&)}, i.e. (M, d) is essentially the completion of the 
pseudometric space (N, d’), where d’(i,j) :=d(a(i), x(j)). Omitting the requirement of 
recursive enumerability, we first define a representation do of the pseudometric spaces 
with carrier N by 
&(p)=(N,d) :-= En(p)={(i,j,k)Id(i,j)<v,(k)}. 
Define a representation 6 of metric spaces by 
6(p) = the metric completion of S,(p). 
Then a complete metric space (M, d) is separable iff it is isomorphic to some space in 
range(h). If incomplete separable metric spaces have to be considered, define a repre- 
sentation &of sets of metric spaces by 6(p)= { (M, d) 1 (M, d) is a restriction of 6(p)}. 
Each of the theorems presented in this paper has a version b-computationally uniform 
on all separable metric spaces, which is obtained by omitting the condition that D, is 
recursively enumerable and adding a parameter p with En(p)= D,. 
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